
Tiny Polka Dot Print and Play 3-Suit Starter Deck 
Printer-friendly version  

This file contains everything you need to print out a Tiny Polka Dot starter deck. It 
contains the 3 core suits of the game, which should be enough to get kids started with all 
the games and puzzles.  

This is a printer-friendly version, so it should go easier on your printer ink.  
This file also includes instructions, rule cards, and the Guide for Grownups, in English 
and Spanish. 

Things to note: 

• The Tiny Polka Dot cards print four to a sheet.  

• The final page of the file is for the card backs.  
Insert this page after any page of cards and print double-sided to get cards printed 
front and back.  

• The rule cards are meant to print double-sided. They give quick instructions on how 
to get started with games you can play with the Tiny Polka Dot deck. 

• In terms of fair use, you may print up as many decks as you will use for yourself and 
the kids in your life. If you are a teacher, feel free to make as many as you need for 
your class.  

• Please do not sell the Tiny Polka Dot decks you make, or sell this Print and Play file.   

• If you find yourself producing upwards of a dozen decks, or giving away decks, please 
consider referring folks to tinypolkadot.com to buy their own games/print and play 
files.  

• That said, if you’re printing decks to give them away to anyone for whom the 
purchase would be a financial hardship, please continue sharing them. 

We believe that Tiny Polka Dot represents a powerful approach to introducing counting, 
numeracy, and mathematical thinking to kids in a playful and joyful way. We hope you 
and the children in your life love playing these games. 

 Sincerely, 
 Dan & Katherine  
  Creators of Tiny Polka Dot & 
  Directors of mathforlove.com 
  info@mathforlove.com 

Copyright 2020 Math for Love

http://tinypolkadot.com
http://mathforlove.com
mailto:info@mathforlove.com


66 Tiny Polka Dot cards in six suits, representing numbers from 0 to 10

Instructions for some of our favorite games are on the rule cards, so you can start playing as quickly as possible. 

Each rule card describes one game on each side, and includes:
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Tiny Polka Dot Instructions
Number-loving Learning Fun!
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instructions for 16 games
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In the Box

10

�387�-2�8;3�'30367ĕ�
doubles and doubles 
plus one

Dots in different sizes and 
arbitrary arrangements

Numerals from zero to ten

Dots arranged in a 
classic dice pattern

Dots arranged 
in a circle

Dots arranged in 
a ten frame

Blue

Teal

Orange
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Purple

Find out more about Tiny Polka Dot at tinypolkadot.com
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1. Learning takes time!
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2. Think out loud
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3. Follow their lead
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4. Use your fingers
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5. Help less
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6. Play!

Play is the engine of learning for young children. Winning might be irrelevant to some kids, and games can be played 
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Guide for Grownups

Here are some ideas to keep in mind as you play Tiny Polka Dot games with your child.

    



The Progression of Counting and Arithmetic

We created Tiny Polka Dot to help kids learn foundational ideas in counting and mathematics through play. Developing 

these skills is more complex than you might expect. In fact, mastering counting and simple arithmetic comprises most of 
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Habits of Mind
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foundation for a lifetime of mathematical success.



Match the Dots

1-4 players

For 1st Game, play with: Teal 0-4  &  Blue 0-4

Setup

Deal out all cards face up.

Play

Take turns matching pairs with the same number 

For example:

Game ends when all cards are matched.

Ideas for future games
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 is a match

Ages 3+ Ages 4+

Dot Memory

1-6 players

For 1st Game, play with:

�)%0�ōĥŐĔ���09)�ōĥŐĔ���6%2+)�ōĥŐ��ĸ���9640)�ōĥŐ

Setup

Deal out all cards face down.

Play

Take turns flipping up two cards.

If card numbers match, keep them and go again.

If not, turn them face down and end turn.

Game ends when all cards are matched.

Ideas for future games

ķ��7)�0%6+)6�291&)67�%2(�320=�8;3�79-87
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Ages 5+

 is a match

Dot Fives

1-6 players

For 1st Game, play with: Teal 0-5  &  Blue 0-5

Setup

Deal out all cards face up.

Play

Take turns matching pairs that add to 5. 

For example:

Game ends when all cards are matched.

Ideas for future games
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Ages 5+

Dot Tens

1-6 players

For 1st Game, play with: Teal 0-10  &  Blue 0-10

Setup

Deal out all cards face up.

Play

Take turns matching pairs that have 10 dots 

between them. 

For example:

Game ends when all cards are matched.

Ideas for future games
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Ages 3+

 Hungry Numbers
 1 - 4 players

For 1st Game, play with: 

�9640)�ōĥŒĔ���)%0�ōĥŒ  &  Blue 0-5

Setup

Arrange the purple numeral cards from 0 to 5. 

Mix the other cards together face up.

Play

“Feed” the numerals the dot cards one at a time. 

Each numeral only eats cards with that many dots. 

E.g., the “2” will eat only cards two dots on them. 

�0%=�928-0�%00�8,)�(38�'%6(7�,%:)�&))2�Ĳ)%8)2ēĴ

Ideas for future games 

ķ�2'09()�'%6(7�94�83�Ŏō����
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Ages 4+

PowerDot
2-6 players

For 1st Game, play with:

Teal 0-5,  Blue 0-5,  Orange 0-5  &  �9640)�ōĥŒ

Setup

Mix the cards and split into equal piles.

Play

Everyone turns over the top card in their pile. Whoever 

has the highest number wins, and keeps all the cards.

If players tie for highest card, put all upturned cards 

from that round into the middle, and tying players play 

another round against each other.

Ideas for future games
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Dot Five Memory
1-6 players

For 1st Game, play with: Teal 0-5  &  Blue 0-5

Setup 

Deal out all cards face down.

Play

Take turns turning up two cards. If the pair has a sum of 5 

dots between them, keep the match and go again. If not, 

say the sum and turn the cards face down again.

For example:

Game ends when all cards are matched.

Ideas for future games

ķ��0%=�;-8,�ōĥŒ�-2�136)�'30367���ķ��))��38��)2��)136=

 is a match

Ages 5+

Dot Ten Memory
1-6 players

For 1st Game, play with: Teal 0-10  &  Blue 0-10

Setup

Deal out all cards face down.

Play

Take turns turning up two cards. If the pair has a sum of 

10 dots between them, keep the match and go again. If 

not, say the sum and turn the cards face down again.

For example:

Game ends when all cards are matched.

Ideas for future games

ķ��0%=�;-8,�ōĥŎō�-2�136)�'30367

Ages 6+

 is a match



Polka Loop Puzzle

1+ players

For 1st Game, play with: �9640)�Ŏ�ĥ�Œ

The Puzzle

Arrange the cards in a stack. Deal them out as follows: 

one card up, next on the bottom, card up, next on the 

bottom, card up, next on the bottom, etc. until all the 

cards are dealt. 

You have solved the puzzle when the cards come out 

in order: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Ideas for future games

ķ��0%=�;-8,�Ő�'%6(7�83�1%/)�8,)�49>>0)�)%7-)6
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Ages 6+

Pyramid Puzzle

1+ players

Orange 0 - 10  &  Blue 0 - 10

The Puzzle

�7)�)<%'80=�8)2�'%6(7�83�1%/)�%�4=6%1-(�73�8,%8�)%',�
number is the sum of the two below it. 

For example:

Ages 7+

15s Go Fish

2-5 players

�0%=�;-8,�%00�8,)�'%6(7
Setup

�)%0�)%',�40%=)6�ő�'%6(7ē��0%')�8,)�6)78�3*�8,)�'%6(7�-2�
a pile, face down.

Play

On your turn, do one or more of the following:

1) Ask another player if they have a number. If they 
have a card of that number, they must give it to you. 
If not, they tell you to “go fish,” and you draw a card 
from the pile in the center.

ŏĝ��0%')�(3;2�%�7)8�3*�8,6))�'%6(7�8,%8�791�83�ŎŒē
Game is over when the deck runs out. Whoever has 
the most sets of 15 wins.

Ages 7+

21 or Bust  
2-6 players

�0%=�;-8,�%00�8,)�'%6(7

Setup

One player deals one card face down and one card face 

up to each player.

Play

Each player says “hit” if they want another card face up, 

36�Ĳ,30(Ĵ�83�7834�8%/-2+�136)�'%6(7ē��0%=)67�1%=�,-8�%7�
many times as they like, and once they hold, their turn 

is over. Once everyone has said “hold,” each player 

reveals their face down card and says the sum of all 

their cards. Whoever’s sum is closest to 21 without 

going over wins the round. 

Whoever wins the most rounds when the deck is used 

up wins the game.

Ages 7+



Thirty-One
2-4 players

For 1st Game, play with:

�9640)�ŎĥŒĔ���)(�ŎĥŒĔ���09)�ŎĥŒĔ���)%0�ŎĥŒ  &  Orange 1-5

Setup

Deal the 25 cards face up in five rows of five, with the 

ones on top, followed by the twos, three, fours, and fives.

Play

�0%=)67�8%/)�89627�8962-2+�3:)6�'%6(7�*631�8,)�+6-(ē��*8)6�
you turn over a number, add its value to the running total. 

For example, if player 1 turns over a 5, they say “5.” If 

40%=)6�ŏ�8,)2�89627�3:)6�%�ŐĔ�8,)=�7%=�ĲŕēĴ��0%=)6�1%=�320=�
turn over face up cards. Face down cards cannot be turned 
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player is the winner.

Ages 7+
15 Supreme

1-5 players

For 1st Game, play with:

�9640)�ō�ĥ�Ŏō��ĸ���)(�ō�ĥ�Ŏō

Setup

Deal all the cards face down.

Play

Take turns turning up cards one by one. If the sum of 

the cards is ever 15, take them all and end your turn. If 

the sum goes over 15, turn the cards face down and end 

your turn. Whoever ends with the most cards wins.

Ideas for future games

ķ��7)�136)�'30367

Ages 7+

Pyramid Puzzle 2

1+ players

�9640)�Ŏ�ĥ�Ŏō

The Puzzle

Arrange the ten cards to make a pyramid so that each 

number is the difference of the two below it.

For example:

Ages 7+

59

PowerDot Pro

2-6 players

For 1st Game, play with:

�)%0�ōĥŒĔ���09)�ōĥŒĔ���6%2+)�ōĥŒ��ĸ���9640)�ōĥŒ
Setup

Mix the cards and split into equal piles.

Play

A player says a number (like 2). Everyone turns up 
that many cards. Whoever has the highest sum 
wins, and keeps all the cards. 

If players tie for highest sum, put all the cards into 
the middle, and tying players play another round 
against each other.

Ideas for future games

ķ�2'09()�0%6+)6�291&)67����ķ��7)�8,)�)28-6)�()'/

Ages 6+
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